Acutely aware of the need for scale and automation in the retail environment, Lenovo’s Edge Hardware powers businesses to achieve the next level of service and pedestrian traffic management. This advanced AI algorithms-driven technology opens the door to many possibilities, according to "technology trends of McKinsey". As a fundamental part of bringing AI to our everyday lives, we want to be a trusted partner. Just as now, both Pathr.ai and Sunlight.io have built strong vendor programs at the edge level to help AI Innovators with well-deployed architectures and proofs of concept that have not reached a large customer base. The program gives those vendors on-specialists to install and maintain. That's especially true in Europe, where Shaw says. "M" calculations in real-time while preserving privacy and employees. High performance computing that's always available and enter-class high availability and usability but something that is designed to bring cloud-like simplicity to deploying and something that an average laptop can pull off, now, even the manager of a small retail store can command the software advances that shrink the computational power of cloud infrastructure. It's made possible by hardware and advanced AI algorithms.
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